Frequency dependent maturation of the cochlea and brainstem evoked potentials.
The anatomical development of the human cochlea starts in the middle basal turn and progresses both toward the base and the apex. Behavioral responses, in contrast, appear to emerge for lower frequencies first. Cochlear tuning may continue to change during early development and so effect electrophysiological and behavioral measures of maturation. The maturation of the cochlear traveling wave delay as well as the ABR I-V interval was investigated using the derived response technique which permits a frequency dependent analysis of this maturation. It was found that the traveling wave delay decreased significantly with age for the most basal part of the cochlea; however, it was not affected by age for more apical locations. The I-V delay difference with the adult values was found significantly shorter in the derived octave band with CF = 2.8 kHz than in all other bands for the preterm, term and infant groups. This suggests that the frequency dependent electrophysiological maturation of the brainstem parallels the anatomical development of the cochlea.